To whom it may concern:
Vaccines are unavoidably unsafe - ruled as such by the US Congress and US
Supreme Court. These unavoidably unsafe products, however, are SAFE
from indemnity by the 1986 National Childhood Vaccine Act. How can
"unavoidably unsafe" be SAFE for babies and children?
Every year thousands of Kansas children get unavoidably unsafe vaccines
jabbed into them because they are mandated by the KDHE. The supporting
county agencies and schools do NOT make it distinctly clear that exemptions
are available or that vaccines can and do cause lifelong health issues and
even death.
The KDHE and it's subsidiary offices are nothing less than puppets of the
CDC and the ACIP (Advisory Council of Immunization Practices). They
regurgitate what they are told to do by agencies who receive funding and
influence from pharma. The egregious policy of forcing vaccines intramuscularly into healthy children for illnesses they would almost never have
needs a thorough re-think.
Our opponents on this bill earnestly believe that government and pharma
funded agencies know best when it comes to our children's health.
I maintain that the decisions regarding health belong to parents who are
given the God ordained responsibility to care for their children. Parents
actually KNOW their children. The KDHE does not. Neither do legislators. But
we elect legislators to represent us.
The KDHE does not believe in vaccine injury or choice. Their goal is to
vaccinate all with as many vaccines as possible. If necessary, use coercion,
discrimination, and even bribery. They have totally bought into the belief
that vaccines are "safe and effective" although the independent safety
studies which are required by Congress have not been done since 1986. No
accountability for this failure has been required.
Right now in our community, parents can hardly find a pediatrician who is
willing to take them on unless they follow the vaccine schedule. Doctors
receive hefty bonuses for fully vaccinated clients. Since vaccine injuries have
become more apparent and more frequent, parents are rightfully afraid.
They are doing their homework. Many are far more informed than their
doctors who have had virtually no training in vaccines other than how to give
them and the schedule. Parents have been bullied, coerced and now they are
pulling back. They fear Child Protective Services. Some children are deprived
of the help they need because of these fears! Children have been removed

from parents for offenses created by vaccines, but blamed on parents.
It is a scary world out there for young parents. They have no advocacy.
They take all the risk, all the blame, bear the emotional and financial costs.
Most of all, they love their children and want them to be healthy! All the
evidence points to unvaccinated children being FAR healthier. Many parents
can testify to this. Is it asking too much to support parents fully and freely to
do their job?
Kansans for Health Freedom listens to the parents. We have heard their
stories. They embraced our grassroots efforts quickly and enthusiastically
because no one else has heard them. We have cried with them. We will
always hear them. We will stand with them. We will fight for them. As
Americans who believe in "liberty and justice for all" we will not give up in
trying to secure the freedom they need to follow their heartfelt convictions
when it comes to their children. Isn't that what you want for yours?
Will you hear these parents? Will you stand with them or will you stand with
the multi billion dollar industry that stands only to benefit stockholders and
increased demand for its products and will never admit to guilt or fraud or
the demagoguery they have created?
If a product is safe and wonderful it does not need indemnity. Neither does
it need to be mandated. People are not stupid. They should not be insulted.
Let them have the right to say "yes" or "no" for any reason and without
recrimination!
You were elected by the people of your district... not to stand with big
industry, but to represent the people! Please do so and vote for SB 212.
Let's get this bill out of committee and on to the senate floor!
God bless you as you consider these comments and those of many others!
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